
Introducing 
VILAS Tennis Academy 

PUNTA CANA
 



Guillermo Vilas 
Guillermo Vilas is a Tennis Legend, winner of 62 ATP tournaments, 4 Grand Slam and 2 

Masters. 

He is the tennis player with the highest number of victories (130) and tournaments (16) in 

a single season among other current records.

Member of Hall of fame of Tennis.

He has revolutionized the world of tennis and has changed sports culture.

He introduced a unique training methodology and values.

Achieving a generation of successful tennis players.





VILAS Tennis Academy PUNTA CANA
Since 2009 the academy has worked with great success in Mallorca. Spain, training more than 2.000 players each 
season.

We offer now a new destination: DOMINICAN REPUBLIC . All Inclusive Tennis resort at Ocean El Faro***** . 

What program options do we offer?
Group and individual training programs, from One day , to complete season.
We recommend programs from three days to get better results. 

For which players do we offer training programs ?
For players of ALL LEVELS and AGES ! Junior or Adults , from beginners to top international players .

What are the training objectives?
Achieve significant player-level enhancements through dedicated training plans developed by VILAS Academy 
professionals.
For each level of players, the primary goal of the Academy is to achieve the best possible result .
Helping each player in every aspect of the game, such as the specific technique of each shot, the movements on the 
court, tactical game and a proper physical preparation.



How do we place each player in the groups?

Each player has a test level at the beginning of the stay and according with information provided for each player, the 
trainers make a selection of members for each training group. 

Tennis Holidays Packages or just training 
The travel agency or players can book the complete package with Ocean El Faro 5 stars All inclusive hotel , the 
academy offers special conditions and free of charge airport transportation. You can also book only the tennis 
program.

When do the training programs take part ? 
Training programs and Tennis Holidays packages are running every week during all year.



Ocean El Faro *****
Located on the seafront overlooking the 
idyllic beaches of Punta Cana, the Ocean El 
Faro is a newly built five-star resort with 
impressive colonial-style interior design. 
It stands out for its elegant rooms, large 
swimming pools, a lazy river with a gentle 
current, a family area with water park and El 
Faro, which gives the hotel its name and 
offers a viewpoint with spectacular views of 
the sea. In addition, the resort has a wide 
range of themed restaurants, a Despacio Spa 
Centre and Privilege, Exclusive Rooms and 
Services. 
El Beso, exclusive area for guests 18 and 
over, El Beso, with a wide range of services 
and leisure activities designed for adults. It is 
the perfect place for those seeking a 
peaceful, exclusive environment for relaxing 
as a couple or having a good time with 
friends. 



Complimentary Wi-Fi throughout the hotel & Internet 

Corner

5 pools, outdoor jacuzzi and a lazy river with a gentle 

current

Family area with water park

11 restaurants, 13 bars, Mike’s Coffee and ice cream 
shop

Privilege, Exclusive Rooms and Services

Despacio Spa Centre and gym

Daisy Club, Teen club and Blue Team

Dive It! diving centre 

Theatre, disco, bowling alley, casino and shop ($)

4 meeting rooms with natural light

24 h All Inclusive



Rooms

● Two full size beds (1,35m) 

● King Size bed (2x2) or Two Single beds    

(1x2m)

● Sofa bed

Bathroom

● Rain Shower Head

● Hydro massage bathtub

●  Double sink in most rooms 

● Professional hair dryer

● Cosmetic mirror

● Scales

Equipments

● Vertical steam iron

● TV with international 

channels - FLAT 

SCREEN

● Complimentary Wi-Fi

● Air conditioning

● Complimentary Safe 

box

● Coffee machine

●  Complimentary Minibar 

(daily refill)

● Telephone 

● Iron and ironing board

● Writing desk
Others

● A courtesy bottle of water replenished daily

● Free casino admission

● Exclusive Transfer for reservations made VILAS 

Academy (airport-hotel-airport) 

Outdoor rooms

● Terrace
.



Enjoy new professional 

facilities  

5 Red clay courts

4 Hard courts of last generation 

surface 

Gym y spa 

Tennis PRO shop



● 5 New red clay courts

● The first and only in 

Dominican Republic



New Tennis facilities

2022

● 4 Hardcourt of last 

generation acrylic resins



New Tennis facilities

March 2021  

● Gym & Spa

Tennis Pro Shop

● Gym & Spa

Tennis Pro Shop



School of Champions

What makes a champion?

Hard training and winning mentality.

At Vilas Tennis Academy, we know the 

importance of the psychological aspect of 

training and we work with each player to build a 

solid base of values, sports culture and knowledge 

that allows us to reach higher levels of the game.

We promote the values of our sport through 

discipline and seriousness, even from an early age, 

without forgetting that tennis is a game and 

players must enjoy it to win.



Tennis Holidays Punta Cana 

Spend a different holiday and enjoy an active lifestyle in 

PUNTA CANA  with tennis training at Vilas Tennis Academy. 

The combination of a great climate, 5 stars all inclusive 

services by Ocean El Faro and professional tennis sessions 

will make your holiday unforgettable.

Book individually and join training in a group with other 

fellow travellers that share your interests is a perfect way to 

meet new people and to make friends.



Adult Tennis Camp

Perfect mix: 

Improving your level and playing singles and doubles 

Daily schedule: 

Morning Tennis Training :   2 hour  Session 

Groups training are for max. of 4 players per coach. 

Application of specific training plan according with every 

group: beginners, medium or advanced players.  

Includes Video analysis of players with coaches. 

Afternoon session : 

2 hour. Use of Red Clay courts. Free hitting. Singles and 

Doubles matches



Belinda Bencic 
U16 2010



Competitive environment

We love the spirit of competition.

The training programs are designed with the aim of 

improving the players' tennis game by creating a 

competitive intensive training environment. The coaches of 

Vilas Tennis Academy work on the development of the 

winning mentality of the players, which allows players not 

only to improve their game, but also to understand how to 

be independent, how to handle the pressure of daily life and 

overcome their own limits day after day.

The challenging and competitive environment helps players 

win not only in sports but also in life.



Our passion is to win
We like competition and we love to win. 

Vilas Tennis Academy coaches train players in order to participate and 

win tournaments of all levels and ages, whether it is a local competition 

or an international tournament. The excitement of a competition is what 

motivates players to train day after day to achieve the best results.

We believe in the importance of sports culture
By training at Vilas Tennis Academy, players not only gain tennis skills, 

but also learn about the culture and history of the sport.

We take sports education seriously and teach children and adults the 

fundamental values.

Respect for each player
We believe that respect is an essential value in dealing with each 

student.Our coaches work under specific guidelines and maintain a 

respectful relationship with the players while providing a positive and 

demanding attitude to each training session.



Personalized approach

While we insist on consistency in the training methodology, 

we also ensure that the training process is tailored to the 

unique characteristics of each player.

The coaches work one by one with each individual to achieve 

the best level of performance, monitoring the evolution of the 

player, looking for the appropriate game pattern for each one.

Similarly, individual assistance is always guaranteed in group 

sessions. Players work in small groups of maximum 4 people.

The groups are created according to the level of each one.



Andrei Rublev 
U16 2012



Our coaches 

All coaches of Vilas Tennis Academy have official teaching qualifications, but the most important value of our trainers is the 

experience. 

Professional experience in tennis training at the levels of national and international competitions as players and coaches.

One training method
Each coach is using the same unique tennis training methodology developed with Guillermo Vilas and each coach works under the 
technical direction of our head coach.

International team
Every week we receive players from many countries, so our coaches speak different languages such as English, Spanish and some even 
German, Italian or Russian.

Sessions with different coaches
In the daily training of our players of all levels, we schedule tennis sessions with different coaches. Each coach contributes something 
special and personal to the training process that enriches the knowledge and the skills of players.



Led by Sergio Sabadello

Head Coach VILAS Academy
ATP certified coach

He has trained many different junior players and of the ATP / WTA professional 

circuit with proven success.

Since 2013 and currently, he is coach of the team of the Davis Cup of Russia.

DAVIS CUP FINALS MADRID Semi Finalist 2019

Sergio Sabadello is the main coach and sports director of the Academy.

His work goes beyond designing training programs and supervising the training 

team. Share your passion for the sport with each player and team in the academy 

and inspire them to achieve their goals.

Sergio's inspiration:

"Reach goals daily and continue the legacy of Guillermo Vilas and my father.













Be part of the legend 

Thanks for your attention

We hope to continue moving forward together

     We love to win .     

Winning since 1973.


